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 you dont have to do anything, it will update itself automatically. check if you have set up your ps4 for Game Preview and that it
is set to AUTOMATIC ONLY for updates. then simply download the game or one of the live updates. hope this helps. allright,

if you had no problems with your PS4, then you should be good for game preview and automatic updates. when you are going to
get an error with automatic updates, then go to this LINK and install windows 10. then uninstall the games and install. One
important thing I can tell you is that game preview works very good with all games and updates. On our PS4 it shows the

expirations and downloads for games and updates. My only advice is that you check out your settings and make sure they are to
automatically update and game preview is enabled. I am an admin and I can guarantee that PS4 is a stable and powerful gaming

platform with a support team that makes sure the issues get solved so that you can play your games and enjoy your gaming
time.. Hello, I am also here to help out. There are two different types of error codes you can get on PS4. First, the most common
is because the file is corrupt, meaning it's damaged or not the proper size. The second is the other type of error, which happens
when you have too many services running. The other common error code you might get is System Error, or System Error (2)
The third is Access Denied, also known as Error 53, and the last one is "Device Not Detected". I hope I can help you on this

one. Have a nice day. Hi, For the first error, you will need to back up your data and reformat your PS4. It's the easiest way to do
it. I'm not sure if this is really an error code. It's more like an internal error that happens when PS4 can't load the data. You can
see how to back up and reset your PS4 at this link: Thanks for your question! To have the best gaming experience on PS4, you

have to make sure that the PS4 is running at optimal settings. On the Settings Menu, go to "System" then "PlayStation
Experience" then "System Update". There you will see the option for "System 82157476af
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